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FOREWORD
The Space Shuttle Phase B studies are directed toward the definition
of an economical space transportation system. In addition to the missions
which can be satisfi, d with the shuttle payload capability, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administ ration has missions planned that require
space vehicles to place payloads in excess of 100, 000 pounds in earth orbit.
To satisfy this requirement, a cost-effective multimission space shuttle
system with large lift capability is needed. Such a system would utilize a
reusable shuttle booster and an expendable second stage. The expendlable
second stage would be complementary to the space shuttle system and impose
minimum impact on the reusable booster.
To evaluate the expendable second stage concept, a two-phase study
was authorized by NASA. Phase A efforts, which ended in December 1970,
concentrated on performance, configuration, and basic aerodynamic con-
siderations. Basic trade studies were carried out on a relatively large
number of configurations. At the conclusion of Phase A, the contractor
proposed a single configuration. Phase B commenced on 1 February 1971,
based on the recommended system. Whereas a large number of payload
configurations were considered in the initial phase, Phase B was begun with
specific emphasis placed on three representative payload configurations.
The entire Phase B activity has been directed toward handling the three
representative payload configurations in the most acceptable manner with the
selected expendable second stage, and toward the design of the subsystems
of the expendable second stage. Results of this activity are reported in this
12-volume Phase B final report. This is Volume II, Technical Summary.
Volume I Executive Sumnmary SD 71- 140- 1
Volume II Technical Summary SD 71 -140-2
Volume III Wind Tunnel Test Data SD 71-140-3
Volunme IV Detail Mass Properties Data SD 71-140-4
Volume V Operations and Resources SD 71 - 140-5
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Volume II, Technical Summary, is divided into three books:
Book I Expendable Second Stage/Reusable Booster System
Definition
Book 2 Expendable Second Stage Vehicle Definition
Book 3 Booster Vehicle Modifications and Ground Systems
De finition.
This book is intended to be used together with the other books of
Volume II. Book I contains basic data on mission/system requirements,
performance, trajectories, aerodynamics, stability and control, loads,
heating, and acoustic environment. Book 2 is devoted to the definition of
the selected expendable second stage, its subsystems, and overall ESS
operation. Book 3 covers the definition of the ESS/booster separation sys-
tem, modifications required on the reusable booster for ESS/payload flight,
and the ground systems needed to operate the ESS complementary with the
space shuttle.
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1.0 BOOSTER PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
1.1 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
The analyses conducted in this study and discussed in subsection 2.0
of this section were based on the shuttle booster as defined for the Z70-day
data reportand described in report SD 71-114-2, Volume II, Book 3, dated
26 March 1971 and titled "Booster Vehicle Definition. " The external shape,
major component arrangement and the overall dimensions of this booster
are shown in Figure 1-1. This drawing also shows the major booster weight
and dimensional characteristics. The lines describing the detailed shape of
the booster body, wing, vertical tail, canard, fillets, and fairings are
shown in Figure 1-2. More specific details of the booster general arrange-
ment are shown in Figure 1-3. This drawing of the basic shuttle configura-
tion is central to the entire ESS study effort and is the one used for detailed
structural, thermal, control, and subsystem evaluation. It partially overlaps
the information shown in Figures 1-1 and 1-2, but in addition, controls items
such as booster/orbiter location relationships, center of gravity and booster
gimbal angles. The limited modifications that must be made to the shuttle
booster, as currently defined, to accommodate the ESS missions are
described below.
During the study, detailed investigations were made of the effects of
the ascent trajectories, stage separation, and the entry trajectories on the
load and thermal environment encountered by the booster when used for ESS
missions. These investigations were made for a spectrum of three payloads:
the RNS, the space station, and the space tug. As a result of these investi-
gations the following conclusions were drawn:
1. The thermal environment encountered by the booster during the
ESS mission with each of the three payloads defined above is no
more severe than the environment encountered by the booster
during a shuttle mission. The thermal protection system as
defined for the booster when used for shuttle missions therefore
is satisfactory for ESS missions.
2. The loads imposed on the booster by the ESS and its various pay-
loads in a few specific places exceed those imposed by the shuttle
orbiter at various points along the exit trajectory. This requires
a nominal "beef-up" of several bulkheads and adjacent skins.
-1
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This type of change must be incorporated in the shuttle booster,
since a field modification for conversion between shuttle and
ESS missions is not practical. Incorporation of this change
imposes a nominal penalty, due to added structure weight, on
the shuttle. A definition of the loads is provided in Book 1, and
the structure revisions are defined in Subsection 2.0 of this
section.
3. The mating/separation system utilizes the same booster-thrusted
separation linkage concept as used for shuttle. The ESS, however,
requires the use of recoverable and reusable mating/separation
elements which are to be installed only for carriage of the ESS.
The modified booster and separation system are shown in Fig-
ure 1-4. The details of the required vehicle modifications are
described in Subsection 2. 0.
4. The remainder of the vehicle subsystems remain unaffected.
There are, however, software changes to be made to reflect
trajectory and separation sequencing revisions.
1. Z BOOSTER MASS PROPERTIES
Sequence mass properties are presented-in Tables 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3
for the mated configuration with the space station, nuclear stage, and space
tug payloads, respectively. A summary weight statement is shown in
Table 1-4. The weights as shown provide the booster with the capability of
withstanding the 95 percentile peak ground winds, as defined for shuttle,
while on the pad in a mated configuration for an ESS mission with any of the
above three payloads. A reduction to approximately 85 percentile peak
ground winds would eliminate the need for structural penalties to the booster
for ground conditions. The weights also reflect the assumption that the
primary structure of the shuttle booster has been modified so that it has the
capability, after the completion of a shuttle mission, of being adapted for an
E.SS mission and delivering either the RNS, the space station, or the space
tug payloads. The effect on weights of designing for a specific payload or
applying wind restrictions to avoid ground wind penalties is shown in the
following table.
For additional mass property data see Volume IV, Paragraph 5. 0
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Table 1-4. Booster Weight Statement (Launch Condition)
CONFIGURATION I BY DATE
CODE SYSTEM A B C D E F
1.0 WING GROUP 61990 61990 61990 61990
2.0 TAILGROUP 19230 19230 19230 19230
3.0 BODY GROUP 177301 182772 182772 182772
4.0 INDUCED ENVIR PROTECT 82644 82644 82644 82644
5.0 LANDING, DOCKING 27361 27361 27361 27361
6.0 PROPULSION, ASCENT 130186 130186 1301 86 13018T
7.0 PROPULSION, CRUISE 50413 50413 50413 50413
8.0 PROPULSION, AUXILIARY 10557 10 557 1 0557 0557
9.0 PRIME POWER 1801 _1801 1801 1801
10.0 ELECTRICAL CONV & DIST 1438 1438 1438 1438
11.0 HYDRAULIC CONV & DIST 1862 162 T862 1862z
12.0 SURFACE CONTROLS 7889 7889 7889 7889'
13.0 AVIONICS 5468 5468 8 5468
14.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 1650 1650 1650 1650
15.0 PERSONNEL PROVISION 16 00 1600 1600 1600
16.0 RANGE SAFETY
17.0 BALLAST
18.0 GROWTH 46486 46486 46486 46486
19.0 ESS PLATFORM - 9770 9770 9770
SUBTOTAL (DRY WT) 627876 643117 643117 643117
20.0 PERSONNEL 476 476 476 476
21.0 CARGO
22.0 ORDNANCE
23.0 RESIDUAL FLUIDS 11TT476 11476T 11476 1147T
24.0
SUBTOTAL (INERTWT) 639828 655069 655069 655069
25.0 RESERVE FLUIDS 
26.0 INFLIGHT LOSSES 20802 20802 20802 20802
27.0 PROPELLANT-ASCENT 3382307 3382307 2941395 2749260
28.0 PROPELLANT-CRUISE 143786 143786 1T43786 143786 
29.0 PROPELLANT-MANEUV/ACS 1500 15300 ] 500 1500
30.0
TOTALWEIGHT - LB 4188223 4203464 3762552 3570417
DESIGNATIONS: NOTES & SKETCHES
ITEM ' Ref. SD 70-403-8, "Mass Properties
A 'Reusable Orbiter Status Re.port," dated 1 May 1971.
B Space Station
C Space Tug
D Nuclear Stage
E
F
1 -15
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2. 0 BOOSTER SUBSYSTEM MODIFICATIONS
2. 1 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEMS GROUP
The structural arrangement of the ESS booster, including the payload
support platform, is shown in Figure 2-1. Except as defined in this section,
the structure of the ESS booster is identical to the shuttle booster as pre-
sented in the Phase B Final Report, Vol. II, Book 3, Section 6. 1 dated
26 March 1971.
The ESS structural loads are presented in Book 2 Paragraph 2..2.2.4
of this report. The critical structural components are the ESS support
bulkheads at Stations 1866, 2096, 2666 and 2866, the aft part of the hydrogen
tank, and the thrust section. Analysis shows that ESS loads exceed shuttle
loads for some conditions and the influence on the structure in terms of
modification and weight is presented here. All of the modifications discussed
are required in the basic structure and must be permanently incorporated
during initial airframe fabrication.
2. 1. 1 Space Station Payload
Critical loads are on the Station 1866 and 2866 bulkheads.
At Station 1866 for the maximum 3 q condition, the bulkhead receives
an ESS side load of 224, 000 pounds compared with 121,000 pounds from the
shuttle. The higher load requires strengthening of the side load distribu-
tion structure in the upper one-third segment of the bulkhead as shown in
Figure 2-2. The second stage attachment fitting and bulkhead cap areas,
shear webs and web stiffeners of the shuttle structure are increased in size,
adding 325 pounds of weight. The modification is confined to a reasonably
local area because the general bulkhead and bulkhead-supporting body struc-
ture are designed for the significantly more critical maximum thrust
condition of the shuttle.
The Station 2866 bulkhead receives a vertical load of 760,000 pounds
from the space station, compared to the shuttle design load of 204,000
pounds. Higher ESS loads on this bulkhead result from the requirement that
ESS be supported longitudinally from the aft end. The longitudinal support
link introduces a vertical load into the Station 2866 bulkhead that for the
shuttle is introduced into the intertank body structure at Station 2096. The
ESS load requires a general strengthening of the bulkhead that adds 735
pounds to the shuttle weight. The tank skin adjacent to the bulkhead is
2- 1
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increased in thickness to accommodate the distribution of increased shear
load from the bulkhead into the body airframe, adding 200 pounds.
The aft segment of the LH 2 tank receives compression loads from ESS
along the top and sides during conditions of maximum one-hour ground wind
that exceed the shuttle design loads. At Station 3681 along the top centerline,
the maximum ultimate compression load for the shuttle is 7325 pounds per
inch and the comparable load for the ESS space station is 8596 pounds per
inch. The tank skin, stiffeners, and frames in this area, as shown in
Figure 2-3, require increased material thicknesses, adding 527 pounds to
the shuttle tank weight.
The thrust structure also receives compression loads from ESS that
exceed the shuttle loads. At Station 3921 along the top centerline the maxi-
mum ultimate compression for the shuttle is 8627 pounds per inch and for
the ESS Space Station is 9393 pounds per inch. The critical condition is
for ground wind while the vehicle is on the launch site so the hold-down
fittings are affected as well as the adjacent skin, stiffener, and frame
structure (Figure 2-4). These elements require increased thicknesses
adding 1365 pounds to the shuttle weight.
A summary of the modification weights for the space station payload
is presented in Figure 2-5. The total added weight is 3152 pounds.
2.1.2 Reusable Nuclear Shuttle Payload
The Station 1866 and 2866 bulkheads also receive critical loads from
this payload.
At Station 1866 the ESS side load is 247,000 pounds, compared with
121,000 pounds for the shuttle. The bulkhead modification is the same as
described for the Space Station. The weight increase is 354 pounds.
The Station 2866 bulkhead receives a vertical load of 618,000 pounds
for ESS, compared with 204,000 pounds from shuttle. The required bulk-
head modification increases weight by 685 pounds and strengthening of the
adjacent skin adds 186 pounds.
The hydrogen tank is critically loaded for a local section along the
side. The weight of tank structure required to accommodate the higher loads
is 39 pounds.
A summary of the modification weights for the RNS payload is pre-
sented in Figure 2-6. The total added weight is 1264 pounds.
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2. 1.3 Space Tug Payload
Critical loads are applied to the payload support bulkheads at
Stations 1866 and 2096.
At Station 1866 the ESS side load is 125,000 pounds, compared with
121,000 pounds for shuttle. The weight increase to accommodate the
slightly higher load is negligible.
At Station 2866 the ESS vertical load is 638,000 pounds, compared with
204,000 pounds for shuttle. The weight increase for the higher load amounts
to 692 pounds on the bulkhead and 187 pounds on the adjacent skin. The
primary body loads for the space tug payload are within the shuttle load
envelopes.
A summary of the Space Tug/ESS modification weights is presented in
Figure 2-7. The added weight is 879 pounds.
2.1.4 Composite Booster
A booster that can accommodate all three ESS payloads requires a
Station 1866 bulkhead designed for the RNS and a Station 2866 bulkhead,
hydrogen tank, and thrust section designed for the Space Station payload.
The total added weight of the composite booster is 3181 pounds as summarized
in Table 2-1.
The weight analysis is summarized to show the influence of ground
wind conditions and flight conditions. Loads analysis show that with nominal
reduction in one-hour ground wind design velocity, the basic shuttle hydrogen
tank and thrust section can support the ESS payloads without modification or
added weight. The maximum weight increase with restricted ground winds
is that required for flight conditions-1289 pounds for a composite booster.
The shuttle thermal protection system, Figure 2-8, can withstand the
aeroheating of the ESS missions without change, but requires structural
modification to accommodate the installation of the ESS payload support
platform. Four access doors are needed in the shuttle TPS upper surface to
provide for penetration of the platform support fittings. During conversion
from a shuttle to an ESS configuration, the doors are removed, the plat-
form installed, and ESS doors reinstalled that close the openings and seal
around the platform supports.
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2.2 PROPULSION SYSTEMS
2.2.1 Main Propulsion
The booster main propulsion system provides thrust to the integrated
vehicle from launch through ESS vehicle separation. The system as
defined for shuttle is used for ESS and its various payloads without modifica-
tion to any of the components. The system consists of twelve 550, 000-pound
thrust (sea level) high chamber pressure engines with a 35:1 area ratio
operating at a mixture ratio of 6:1. Fail operational capability with loss of
one engine and fail safe capability with the loss of two engines are obtained
through operation of functioning engines at emergency power level (109 per-
cent nominal). Auxiliary systems supporting the main rocket engines include
propellant feed, propellant level sensing, loading, and tank pressurization
and vent. These systems also are used without modification when the shuttle
booster is used for an ESS mission.
During normal operations the engines are started simultaneously and
brought up to 50 percent thrust. Each engine is held at 50 percent for an
operating checkout. After engine operation is verified, the wind load hold-
down links are released and their position verified. Approximately 500 milli-
seconds after the engine with the slowest thrust rise reaches 50 percent
thrust, checkout and release is completed. The engine's thrust is then
increased to 100 percent with liftoff occurring at a thrust to weight ratio
(T/W) of 1.0. The actual thrust level at liftoff will vary as a function of the
weight of the payload being delivered by the ESS.
On shuttle the engines are operated at 100 percent power (109 percent
with one engine out) until 3.0 g vehicle acceleration is attained. All engines
then are throttled to maintain 3 g acceleration. Throttling is initiated approxi-
mately 160 seconds after launch. When used with ESS the engines are
throttled to 50 percent at burnout to keep the acceleration at burnout to a
minimum. The actual time that throttling occurs and the maximum accelera-
tion level for each payload is as shown.
Time From Liftoff
to Start of Maximum
ESS Payload Throttling (sec) g Level
Space station 130 2.06
RNS 160 2.48
Space tug 160 2.47
Throttling continues until a signal is received from the LO 2 or LH 2 depletion
sensing systems. Following this signal the ESS engines are started, the
vehicle separated, and the booster engines cut off. The engines are shut down
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simultaneously at a time in the separation sequence that insures vehicle
separation and avoids propellant starvation to the engine.
The total engine operating time from liftoff to burnout compares with
shuttle as follows:
Space Space
Shuttle Station RNS Tug
Operating time (sec) 215 249 216 239
2.2.2 Auxiliary Propulsion System
The APS as defined for shuttle provides propulsive thrust to perform
maneuvers and maintain booster control during atmospheric entry. This
condition exists from booster/orbiter staging to transition to aerodynamic
control flight mode. The propulsive thrust is generated by gaseous hydrogen
and oxygen attitude control engines. Maintaining attitude control during
main engine operation is not required. The system produces a total of
636,000 lb-sec of impulse and provides minimum vehicle accelerations of
0.3 deg/sec 2 in pitch, yaw, and roll from separation to (+) 100 seconds
and 1. 1 deg/secZ-in yaw from (+) 100 seconds to approximately (+) 270
seconds.
The LH 2 storage tank capacity is approximately 3000 pounds and the
LO 2 storage tank capacity is approximately 3200 pounds. Thirty thrusters
at 2100 pounds thrust each are used to satisfy system control requirements.
The APS system as defined for shuttle is capable of satisfying the ESS
mission requirements without modification.
2.2.3 Airbreathing Engine System
The ABES provides propulsive thrust to power the booster from an
entry point back to the base where it lands. Twelve P&WA JTF22A-4
engines are used. None of the changes made to the booster to accommodate
the ESS affect this installation and the engine thrust characteristics are
satisfactory.
2.2.4 Power Systems
Shuttle uses four auxiliary power units (APU) to provide for generation
of hydraulic and electrical power during prelaunch checkout, boost phase,
entry, flyback and post-landing phases. The system capability is as follows:
1. Electrical Generator Drive. The APU's provide to each of four
electrical generators a shaft power of 32 hp nominal, 47 hp maxi-
mum continuous, and 63. 5 hp for a maximum of 5.0 seconds.
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2. Hydraulic Pump Drive. The APU's provide to each of four
hydraulic pumps a shaft power in accordance with Figure 2-9.
The total hydraulic power provided after launch is 906 hp-hr.
Safe performance levels are achievable after two APU failures.
For the booster, as modified for the ESS, the power requirements
during cruise, entry, and landing are the same as for shuttle. During the
boost and entry phases of flight the booster is flying at lower dynamic
pressures than encountered on the shuttle mission. Since this results in
reduced power requirements, the power systems as defined for shuttle
were considered satisfactory without further analysis.
2.3 AVIONICS
Replacing the orbiter with the ESS will result in very minor hardware
changes in the avionics equipment or its interconnections. Significant
changes must be made in the software that is sensitive to the mated vehicle
configuration.
2.3.1 Hardware
The general design of the booster and orbiter is such that each vehicle
is essentially autonomous. A provision is made for transferring computer
data and crew voice between vehicles. The data link will allow the booster
vehicle to monitor critical data from the ESS for safety reasons. Commands
also can be sent to the ESS, utilizing the existing capability. The voice link
between the two vehicles would not be required when the ESS is used.
2.3.2 Software
The software programs that are mated vehicle configuration dependent
and require changes when the ESS is used are shown below. Also included
are the maximum and minimum number of words that require changing for
each booster vehicle:
Software Categories Max Words Min Words
1. Abortlogic 1000 500
2. Processing for display 3000 1500
3. Performance monitoring 3000 1500
4. Guidance 6000 3000
5. Flight control 2500 1200
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3.0 BOOSTER/ESS SEPARATION SUBSYSTEM
The baseline orbiter/shuttle mating/separation subsystem is defined
in SD-71-114-2, Phase B Final Report, Volume II, Book 3, paragraph
6.1.5, dated 26 March 1971. This section describes the separation system
for the booster mated with an expendable second stage (ESS) consisting of a
modified S-II and its various payloads. The primary differences (described
in detail later in this section) between the orbiter/shuttle and the booster/
ESS mating/separation subsystem are due to the following factors:
1. Differences in primary load paths. These dictated the use of a
structural adapter as described later in this section.
2. Differences in mass properties and trajectories required
changing of booster thrust scheduling at the staging points.
3.1 REQUIREMENTS
The booster/ESS mating/separation subsystem is designed for the
following capabilities:
1. The mating/separation subsystem shall be capable of with-
standing all loads imposed during ground operations and mated
flight.
2. The subsystem shall provide safe separation during normal
staging with one or two ESS engines operating and with two ESS
engines operating and two booster engines inoperative.
3. The separation mechanism shall have FO/FO capability. For
purposes of interpreting the redundancy requirements, the
primary load paths through the links, joints, pivots and bearings
of the stage interconnect structure and separation subsystem
are considered primary structure.
4. Operation of the separation subsystem shall not produce any
debris (including explosive residue) which could damage the
booster or ESS.
5. The subsystem shall provide independent separation control
from both ESS and booster, which does not rely on crew
management.
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3.2 DESCRIPTION
The ESS is separated from the booster in a manner similar to separa-
tion of the orbiter from the booster. Booster thrust is used to accelerate
the ESS transversely from the booster. Forces for the transverse separa-
tion are transmitted by the rotating links located at the fore and aft linkage
attach points on the fixed platform shown schematically on Figures 3-1 and
3-2. The fixed platform is supported by the same structural hard points
provided for the orbiter/booster mating/separation subsystem-that is,
fittings located on the two major forward bulkheads and the two major aft
bulkheads. Forces are transmitted to the ESS through linkage attach points
provided. Design loads corresponding to three ESS configurations are
shown on Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5.
3. 2.1 Structural Adapter
The booster, as used for shuttle operations, reacts longitudinal loads
at the forward booster/orbiter mating structure as shown in Figure 3-6. If
this arrangement were used for the ESS, a major redesign of the ESS
forward skirt and hydrogen tank structure would be required. If the shuttle
separation linkage and structural arrangement were redesigned so that
longitudinal loads were to be reacted by the aft linkage and structure as
shown on the bottom of Figure 3-6, an extensive redesign of the booster
hydrogen tank structure would be required. Since the study objectives
specify that the impacts on the ESS and booster structure be minimized, a
structural adapter was provided, as shown schematically in Figures 3-1
through 3-5. This adapter is pinned to the same hard points of the booster
which are designed to react the longitudinal loads induced by the orbiter on
the booster. Longitudinal loads are transmitted to the adapter by the aft
diagonal links and transferred by the platform to the aforementioned hard
points. This arrangement provides maximum structural compatibility
between the ESS and the booster and minimizes the structural impact on
each. This arrangement, however, induces a vertical load component at
the aft booster bulkhead as shown. The effect of this force component on
the aft bulkhead is described under structural subsystems, Subsection 2. 2.
The structural arrangement of the adapter is shown on Figure 3-7.
The adapter, denoted "Fixed Platform, " consists of two longitudinal trusses,
machined fittings, and suitably placed cross members. The platform is
configured to transmit the vertical, lateral and longitudinal loads induced by
the ESS during ground operations and mated flight. The estimated weight of
the platform-shown on Table 3-1 is based on the use of 718 Inconel in all
principal load carrying members. Insulation is applied locally to minimize
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Table 3-1. Separation System Summary
Weight Statement
thermal stress effects where necessary. The aft expansion fittings inter-
face with mating bolt-on fittings attached to the hydrogen tank frame of the
booster. A basic advantage of the fixed platform is that the pivot points for
the rotating link are divorced from the structural hard points provided on
the booster. This facilitates rotating link geometry changes and simplifies
installation of the platform/linkage assembly on the booster.
3. 2.2 Forward Linkage Arrangement
The forward linkage arrangement resembles the aft linkage arrange-
ment of the baseline booster/orbiter separation system. In the rotatable
"A" frame an expansion compensator, as shown on Figure 3-8, functions as
on the baseline system by accommodating forward/aft structural/thermal
deformations between the ESS and platform. Axial loads are not trans-
mitted by the expansion compensator until the separation maneuver is
started. The vertical links react vertical loads, and the lateral restraint,
the spherical end of which nests in a socket-like fitting in the ESS, reacts
side loads until the separation maneuver is effected. Vertical and lateral
links attach to the existing linkage attached points on the booster.
As in the baseline system, spherical bearings are used at the pin
joints to facilitate installation and to compensate for structural deflections
and provide relative motion.
3-10
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Item Weight (lb)
Forward link set * 1963
Aft link set * 4629
Fixed platform * 9770
Total 16, 362 A
Notes:
Includes Insulation
ATotal weight of structural/
mechanical bolt-on items
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A snubber/retract actuator is provided to snub and retract the rotating
"A" frame link to a faired position after separation has been completed.
3.2.3 Aft Linkage Arrangement
The aft linkage arrangement, shown on Figure 3-9, consists of the
vertical links which react vertical loads only, the lateral restraint member
which reacts side loads only, and rotating links. The vertical and side
restraint members attach to the same lugs provided for the baseline orbiter/
booster separation system. The aft rotating links, however, pivot about
lugs which are integral to the fixed platform. Also, as for the forward
links, the aft rotating links are snubbed and retracted after separation has
been completed. In addition, the aft links are made to fold inward to facil-
itate protection of those elements during reentry and to reduce drag during
the flyback phase. Spherical bearings are provided at critical points to
facilitate installation alignment and to compensate for structural deflections.
3.2.4 Pyrotechnic Devices
Explosive bolts, shown in Figure 3-9, are used for separation as they
are in the baseline orbiter/booster mating/separation subsystem. The upper
ends of the vertical and rotating links are equipped with the explosive bolts.
Redundancy is achieved by providing dual separation planes. Independent
charges and igniters are provided for each plane. In addition, redundant
electrical input signals are provided for each igniter. Housings on the
attach fittings provide for containment of loose pieces. A shaped charge is
provided to sever the links in the event of failure of the explosive bolt.
3. 2.5 Conversion
Conversion of a booster configured to carry an orbiter to a configura-
tion suitable for carrying an ESS requires the following:
1. Remove orbiter/booster software and install ESS/booster soft-
ware used in conjunction with the separation controller. Software
is pecular to each ESS/booster configuration.
2. Remove all booster/orbiter-peculiar separation mechanism com-
ponents and install the fixed platform separation mechanism
assembly and retract/snubber actuators described in this section.
Removal of access doors provided in the booster TPS is required
for installation of this hardware. Refer to Figures 3-10 and 3-11
for a description of hardware to be removed.
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3. Make all data links and breakwire connections as required.
4. Perform subsystem checks as required.
3.2.6 Operational Sequence
Booster and ESS thrust scheduling relative to disconnect timing is
shown in Figure 3-12. A signal from the booster LO 2 depletion sensor
initiates-as in the baseline system-throttling of booster engines to
50 percent thrust and concurrently the ESS engines are started. The rate
of change of booster thrust as it drops to the 50 percent thrust will be
small since the thrust level is limited to only slightly greater than 50 per-
cent during the final boost phase. When the ESS engines are at 50 percent
thrust, the explosive bolts in the four vertical links are fired, thus releas-
ing vertical restraint on the ESS. At the same time the expansion compen-
sator in the forward rotating frame is caused to lock and 0. 10 second later
booster engine cut-off occurs. After the vertical links are broken, the
booster accelerates longitudinally relative to the ESS. When this occurs
the rotating links provide the transverse ESS acceleration. After a
. 75 second time delay, the explosive bolts restraining the ESS to the rotat-
ing links are fired, freeing the ESS from the booster. Immediately upon
ESS release the snubber/retractor actuators are activated to return and
lock the rotating links to their fired positions. In addition, the aft link
members are drawn inward by actuators.
The control of all sequencing functions necessary for accomplishing
separation and maintaining control of both the ESS and booster is accom-
plished by software in the main computer. This includes thrust scheduling,
release timing, link retraction, guidance, engine gimbaling, and attitude
control (ACPS).
3.3 MODIFICATIONS
Modifications required to adapt the ESS to the booster are essentially
of two types:
1. Built-in or fixed
2. Bolt-on, recoverable (reuseable).
This discussion deals with those removable or ESS-flight-peculiar elements.
Because the booster/orbiter mating/separation subsystem and interfacing
structure are designed to accept longitudinal boost phase induced loads at
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the forward link set, and because the S-II of the ESS is designed to accept
thrust loads at its aft skirt structure, a method has been developed which
facilitates transfer of longitudinal boost phase induced loads from the for-
ward link attach points on the booster to the aft skirt structure of the ESS.
This method also incorporates the booster-thrusted separation linkage con-
cept utilized in the baseline. Figures 3-13, 3-14, and 3-15 depict the load
transfer means as well as the separation subsystem linkage. The fixed
platform serves as the aforementioned load transfer element. The vertical,
lateral, and swing links function as they do in the baseline booster/orbiter
separation subsystem; however, the swing link expansion compensator-
located in the aft swing links of the baseline subsystem-is now located in
the forward swing links of the booster/ESS linkage subsystem. Also, the
aft swing linkage elements are made to retract and fold inward to facilitate
protection of those elements during reentry and to reduce drag during the
flyback phase.
The present booster/ESS release elements consist of pyrotechnic
devices similar to those proposed for use in the baseline booster/orbiter
subsystem.
Another fundamental difference exists between the baseline subsystem
and the booster/ESS separation system. Separation initiation commands
cannot emanate from the ESS as in the case for the baseline booster/orbiter
subsystem. Initiation of the separation maneuvers is a booster command
which is based upon monitored inputs from both the ESS and the orbiter.
Obviously, computer software used in conjunction with the separation con-
troller is unique for each booster/ESS integrated vehicle.
3.4 PERFORMANCE
Convair Digital Program P5255 was used, as for the shuttle orbiter/
booster cluster, to solve the equations of motion of the ESS/booster separ-
ating at the normal staging point where aerodynamic effects are minimal.
Output of the program included vehicle displacements, velocities, acceler-
ations, and linkage loads. The program was used to simulate separation of
the following payloads from the booster:
1. An ESS with the RNS payload
2. An ESS with the space station payload
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Separation trajectories were not defined for the ESS/space tug case.
A comparison of payload mass properties and end boost trajectory data indi-
cated that separation simulation of this payload was not warranted since the
aforementioned booster payloads bound the separation kinematics problem.
Refer to Table 3-2 for a comparison of payload mass properties.
Integral to Convair Digital Program P5255 is the capability to let
either "Theta Release" or "Time of Release" govern final release of the
ESS from the rotating links. Theta release is the relative pitch angular
difference between the ESS and the booster at the instant of ESS release
from the rotating links. Theta release was made to govern release for the
following graphs. However, as noted previously in the operational sequence
portion of this section, Time of Release ultimately may be used to control
final separation. Discussion of these two values is included in the following
paragraphs.
For the ESS (RNS) payload, separation trajectories are shown in
Figures 3-16 and 3-17 for two ESS engines operative and one ESS engine
operative, respectively; corresponding thrust schedules are shown on
Figures 3-18 and 3-19; typical link loads as a function of time are depicted
by Figure 3-20. Each of the separation trajectories, illustrating relative
attitudes and clearances, indicate satisfactory booster/ESS relative clear-
ances, relative attitudes, and manageable booster and ESS inertial pitch
rates subsequent to separation. As noted on the trajectory curves, stabi-
lization of the booster may be achieved within approximately three seconds
through the use of the booster attitude control propulsion system which-as
the graphs indicate-was not used in the computer simulations. Also,
stabilization of the ESS may be effected with ease since ESS engine thrust
is available. For the one ESS engine out condition, the trajectory of
Figure 3-17 and the thrust scheduling shown on Figure 3-19 indicate that a
satisfactory separation may be obtained even if the thrust of one ESS engine
is stabilized (allowed to dwell) at 50 percent. Normally, however, ESS
engine dwell is not used when one ESS engine is inoperative. If one ESS
engine is inoperative, dwell or thrust stabilization at 50 percent is automat-
ically increased to 100 percent as shown on Figure 3-21. Elimination of
the ESS engine dwell period would cause the trajectory of Figure 3-17 to
improve-that is, longitudinal clearance would increase as vertical clear-
ance diminished by a small amount.
Typical link loads versus time, as illustrated by Figure 3-20, indi-
cate that an earlier release at approximately 0.75 second may be effected.
This corresponds to the time when the load in link L1 is approximately zero.
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Table 3-2. Comparison of Booster Payloads
For the MDAC Space Station configurated ESS, separation trajectories
are shownon Figures 3-22 and 3-23. Thrust schedules are shown on Fig-
ures 3-21 and 3-24. Typical load versus time histories are shown on
Figure 3-25.
As in the case for the RNS-configurated ESS, separation trajectories
for the ESS configured with the MDAC space station are satisfactory in all
respects. The normal staging separation trajectories shown on Figure 3-22
indicates, for BECO points at 0. 1 second and 0.2 second, respectively, that
ESS/booster relative clearances, relative angles, and inertial pitch rates
are acceptable. Also, BECO timing is not critical. Furthermore, as in the
case for the ESS (RNS), stabilization of the booster by the attitide control
propulsion system is well within the capabilities of that system. ACPS accel-
eration capability is 0.73 deg/sec/sec. As noted previously, computer
simulation of the separation maneuvers did not include ACPS simulation;
consequently, the increasing pitch rates of the booster result from small
aerodynamic effects. Stabilization of the ESS presents no problem for rea-
sons specified previously.
Figure 3-24 illustrates the effect of BECO timing upon release timing
when Theta release, as previously noted, governs final release. When Time
of Release is made to govern-which is normal for the timed separation
sequence-final separation will occur at approximately 0.75 second when
the load in the aft rotating link L1 is approximately zero (Figure 3-25).
For the case of one ESS engine (MDAC configuration) inoperative, the
trajectory is shown on Figure 3-23 and thrust scheduling is shown on Fig-
ure 3-21. The same conclusions regarding clearances, attitudes and vehicle
pitch rates apply. Figure 3-21 illustrates normal ESS engine phasing for
the one ESS engine operative condition.
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Item ESS (RNS) ESS (Space Tug) ESS (MDAC Space Station)
Stage weight (lb) 669,420 691, 523 991, 687
CG at ESS station
(in. ) 445.4 443.0 475.0
Inertia (pitch)
(slug ft 2 ) 45. 2 x 106 30. 5x 106 46. 2x10 6
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Figure 3-25. Separation System Link Loads, Normal Staging of
ESS With MDAC Space Station Payload
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS
For the three integrated vehicle systems considered it may be concluded
that satisfactory separations can be effected for those cases when one and two
ESS engines are operative. The graphs indicate that separations at normal
staging points of the ESS compare favorably with those published for the base-
line orbiter/booster integrated system.
The fixed platform concept used to adapt the ESS to the booster repre-
sents a satisfactory means to provide maximum structural compatibility
between the ESS and the booster while minimizing adverse structural impacts
on each.
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4.0 BOOSTER VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS, FABRICATION,
INSTALLATION, AND CHECKOUT
4. 1 BOOSTER VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS
The loads induced on the booster exceed the shuttle loads for some
ground and flight conditions. Because of this, certain modifications are
required in the basic structure. The nature of the modifications to the basic
structure requires that they be permanently incorporated during initial air-
frame fabrication. Since the study requirements specify that the identical
booster be used for shuttle and ESS missions, the added structure weight to
accommodate ESS also will be reflected in shuttle operations.
To prepare a booster for an ESS mission, after returning from a shuttle
mission, additional modifications are required. These modifications are
accomplished in the maintenance area during the normal turnaround cycle and
consist of:
1. Removal of the shuttle booster mating/separation subsystem
linkage components
2. Removal of the four heat shield access doors
3. Installation of modified heat shield access doors
4. Installation of the ESS booster mating/separation subsystem
structural adapter and linkage components
5. Changes to software programs
4.2 Z FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY, INSTALLATION.AND CHECKOUT
For the basic shuttle program the major booster elements are assembled
and checked out at the Michoud assembly facility.
After ensuring correct interfacing, the major elements are disassembled
and shipped to the final joining and flight test side. The Kennedy Space Center
is used as the booster-element joining area to prepare the booster vehicle for
flight test. For the ESS program the mating/separation system elements will
also be delivered to Michoud for an initial fit check. After the fit check, the
elements will be delivered to the Kennedy Space Center for installation on a
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booster, as required. Acceptance tests will be conducted on the manufactured
components and assemblies using approved checkout procedures. After
installation on the booster, a final functional checkout will be accomplished
in accordance with approved procedures.
The mating/separation system components will be capable of being
installed on any operational shuttle booster and mated to any ESS. The
elements, therefore, will be designed and tooled for interchangeability.
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5.0 SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
Report SD 71-114-2 Volume II, Book 3, "Booster Vehicle Definition,
describes the activities of these disciplines and their integral role in the
creation of the design during Phase B and continuing in to Phase C/D and
applies to the shuttle booster and the booster when used for ESS mission.
The system safety and reliability and quality assurance reviews discussed
in this section were conducted to identify the possibilities of impact on opera-
tions or hardware peculiar to the ESS concept.
5.1 SYSTEM SAFETY
The system safety review was conducted to identify the safety impact of
the operations and hardware peculiar to the ESS concept, which are not
common to the normal booster operations with an orbiter. The review con-
sidered only the safety aspects of the concept and did not consider cost,
weight, etc., which would result from any change required to achieve
optimum safety of the system.
The identified areas of safety concern are:
1. The need for revised servicing connections. This imposes
additional rise-off clearance problems for the booster.
2. Item 1 will be further aggravated by the increased drag area of
the ESS/RNS configuration, thus exposing the system to greater
drift than the orbiter configuration would experience in similar
winds. This condition may require more restrictive wind param-
eters for operation with the ESS.
3. The ESS propellant tanks must be vented so that the vented
materials will not adversely affect the booster, either by corrosive
action on the booster, or by mixing with booster vented or exhausted
materials with potentially explosive results.
4. The requirement to change to separate computer programs for
ESS flights increases the potential for hazards induced by handling
errors.
5. The structural modifications and associated kits required to adapt
the booster to the ESS, and back to the booster/orbiter configura-
tion, increase the probability of inducing damage to the booster and
generating hazards (such as fuel tank puncture, etc.), during their
installation and removal.
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The identified safety problems confirm the need for the booster design
to consider operations with the ESS and the orbiter in the initial booster design
requirements and subsequent development, in order to meet the same safety
standards as those established for normal shuttle operations.
5.2 RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
The results of a qualitative assessment of the impact on booster reliabil-
ity for the proposed design modifications incorporated for operating the booster
with an expendable second stage are summarized as follows:
1. The functional reliability of the separation system structural con-
cept does not appear to be compromised or decreased by the
modifications to the load transfer links, retraction mechanism
and/or the addition of the fixed platform beam structure. With
the exception of the fixed platform, the coupling members and
release functions are performed using a system that is very similar
to the baseline system. The addition of two redundant retraction
cylinders for aft link-fold will not appreciably effect system
r eliability.
2. Separation initiation requirements and functional success criteria
were reviewed to determine effects of ESS and modifications
required for booster separation control to ensure positive separa-
tion. However, no increase in failure probability is anticipated
from vehicle separation control. Provisioning of the ESS with
required redundant initiation control will provide for the separation
control previously supplied in the baseline system by an orbiter
separation controller.
3. Unlike the baseline shuttle operation of the manned orbiter, the
absence of a manned second stage, with its attendant multiple
redundant control systems, could result in a higher risk of vehicle
collision after release. With lesser ability to correct the expendable
second stage post-separation conditions, a lower mission success
probability is anticipated and considered the primary area of
reliability impacted from the proposed operation of the booster with
an ESS.
The qualitative assessment was prepared through use of the attached
FMEA's and equipment quanties comparison table to evaluate the changes
respective to baseline system.
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6.0 LAUNCH COMPLEX OPERATIONS AND SERVICES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
ESS requirements were analyzed in relation to the shuttle launch complex
operations and services to determine the preferred launch pad servicing and
operational concept. An overview of the turnaround cycle (shown in Fig-
ure 6-1) defines the basic elements considered in the booster/ESS ground
operations study.
A separate trade study was conducted to determine the preferred launch
pad servicing concept for the booster/ESS. From the study, a variety of
servicing concepts were considered and it was concluded that a new launch
pad-mounted service tower offered the best alternative. The new service
tower was selected because it offered minimum development risk, maximum
compatibility with shuttle operations, and intermediate cost.
The booster basically follows the shuttle functional flow for the ESS
phase of operations. Booster storage, maintenance, and checkout operations
are conducted in the new hangar addition to the VAB, and erection and mating
are accomplished in the existing VAB high-bay as in shuttle operations.
The ESS is stored, serviced, and handled in the same low-bay area of
the VAB as in present Saturn operations. The vertical lift of the ESS will be
made from the VAB transfer aisle with the mating to the booster being accom-
plished in Cell 3 of the VAB. The mated booster/ESS will be transported on
a mobile launcher along the crawler-way to either Launch Pad 39A or 39B.
Vertical launch operations will follow the standard shuttle procedures.
Horizontal recovery and safing of the booster will be conducted in the same
manner as conceived for the shuttle.
ESS operations are conducted in the normal two-week turnaround and
have minimum impact on shuttle operations.
6.2 LAUNCH PAD SERVICING TRADE STUDY
This trade study evolved from the requirement to provide access, pro-
pellant, electrical, and other services to the ESS on the launch pad. Location
of the swing arms and/or rise-off disconnects to provide the required services
posed the major problem to be resolved by the study.
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Two basic concepts were evaluated: (1) shuttle baseline (booster belly
toward the mobile launcher tower) and (2) booster belly away from the tower.
The shuttle baseline offered four alternatives and the best possible solutions
to the problem.
6. 2. 1 Description of Alternatives
The following alternatives, using the shuttle baseline booster/launcher
relationship, were evaluated:
1. Addition of two swing arms to the mobile launcher tower to inter-
face with existing ESS umbilical disconnects.
2. Extension and adaption of one existing orbiter rise-off disconnect
pylon. This would require redesign of the ESS to relocate all
service connections to the aft end of the ESS.
3. Addition of a pad-located service tower with two swing arms to
interface with existing ESS umbilical disconnects.
4. Addition of a launcher-located service tower with two swing arms.
An additional alternative was offered by deviating from the shuttle
baseline booster/launcher relationship (or establishing a new
baseline):
5. Relocate booster on launcher with belly away from the tower and
add two swing arms to the launcher tower.
Two of the alternatives (Items 4 and 5) were discarded as not feasible
in the initial phase of the study. Preliminary analysis established that a
launcher-mounted service tower with swing arms (alternative 4) would require
a tower approximately 235 feet high and 20- by 20-feet in width and breadth;
adequate space is not available on the mobile launcher. Additionally, tower
height and proximity to the booster and ESS would be such that serious
clearance problems at launch would be introduced.
Reorientation of the booster on the launcher to booster belly away from
the tower was also discarded because of the extensive impact on the established
baseline (booster belly toward the tower). It did not appear feasible to attempt
to modify the shuttle baseline to accommodate the relatively small number of
ESS launches.
Each of the remaining three alternatives (LUT swing arms, LUT-
mounted rise-off disconnect pylon, and new pad-located service tower with
swing arms) were subjected to additional analysis. Highlights of this evalua-
tion follows.
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6. 2.2 LUT Swing Arms (Figure 6-2)
Facility Modification Requirements
At least one mobile launcher would require modification by the addition
of two swing arms to the tower. One arm, located approximately at tower
level 207, would provide access to the ESS forward section and payload. The
second arm, located approximately at tower level 147, would provide access
to the aft end of the ESS as well as LH2 and LOZ fill lines. Both arms would
contain electrical cables and utilize existing stage umbilical carrier plates and
disconnects.
The required swing arms would be approximately 90 feet long. To per-
mit operation of the swing arms in the VAB, it is required that they be artic-
ulated in some manner. To maintain existing booster to tower clearances,
it is also required that the new swing arms are no closer to the booster than
the face of the tower when they are retracted.
Some modification of the launcher would also be required to provide the
proper interface between the added swing arms and the launcher fluid, gas,
and electrical supply systems.
Impact on the Baseline Facility
The mobile launcher tower would require considerable modification;
however, the additional service arms required for the ESS could be designed
to stow in such a manner that they would not compromise the use of the
launcher for baseline shuttle operations.
There would be minor impact on the VAB and MSS in that access plat-
forms must be provided for use during mating and prelaunch operations.
Operational Impact
Scheduling ESS operations into baseline shuttle operations on a non-
interference basis might be a problem as only one mobile launcher would be
available for ESS launch operations and only one mating bay would be available
for ESS/shuttle mating operations. However, proper planning should avoid
any schedule conflicts with only two ESS missions per year.
Swing arms must be retracted after first nmotion to clear the canard and
wings. To meet this requirement, very complex equipment must function in
an extremely short time span. It is doubtful that this requirement could be
met. Therefore, the swing arms probably would have to be retracted prior
to liftoff to provide the required clearance. This eliminates backout capability
in the event of pad abort.
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6. 2. 3 LUT Mounted Rise-Off Disconnect Pylon (Figure 6-3)
Facility Modification Requirements
One orbiter service pylon would require modification to adapt it to both
the orbiter swing arm and the new ESS swing arm, which is approximately
ten feet taller. To provide clearance at liftoff, the new swing arm would be
required to swing horizontally and rotate vertically away from the ESS. The
ESS swing-arm would provide LH2 and LO2 fill lines and the required
electrical cables. The pylon would require dual interface connections for the
structural and servicing requirements of both the orbiter swing-arm and the
ESS swing-arm.
Impact on the Baseline Facility
The mobile launcher pylon would require modification to adapt it for both
the ESS and the orbiter swing arms. Rework of the pylons would be required
prior to and following each ESS launch.
Operational Impact
There would be a schedule requirement to allocate a pylon swing-arm
exchange period for the removal of the orbiter swing-arm and the installation
and connection of all interfaces to the ESS swing-arm. The impact on the
VAB would be minimal, with the only requirement being several wall-mounted
access platforms.
6. 2.4 New Pad-Located Service Tower With Swing Arms (Figure 6-4)
Facility Modification Requirements, Launch Pad
A new service tower could be located on the pad near the southwest
corner of the mobile launcher. The tower would be approximately 230 feet
high (measured from the top of the pad) and 28 by 28 feet at the base and top.
The tower would provide all the services required by the ESS. Tower swing
arms would furnish access to the forward and aft ends of the ESS as well as
propellant, fluid, gas, and electrical services.
Impact on the Baseline Facility
The service tower would become a permanent part of the launch pad
facility; therefore, a one-time modification of the pad would be required. The
tower, when installed, must not interfere with normal shuttle operation and
must be located clear of all existing equipment on the pad. Impact on the total
baseline facility would be negligible as little or no LUT or VAB rework would
be required.
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Figure 6-3. LUT Mounted Rise-Off Disconnect Pylon
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Operational Impact
The only impact would be scheduling ESS ground operations to fit into
baseline shuttle operations on a noninterference basis.
6. 2.5 Concept Evaluation
The three servicing concepts studied were evaluated on the basis of cost,
added environment exposure, development risk, safety, liftoff clearance, and
compatibility with the shuttle baseline. The results of this evaluation are
presented in Table 6-1.
Cost
Table 6-2 provides a cost breakdown for each of the concepts studied.
Environment Exposure
The pad service tower concept requires an additional day of pad
exposure since ESS checkout must be accomplished at the pad subsequent to
service tower swing-arm connection.
Development Risk
The LUT swing-arm concept presents the highest development risk
potential because of the length of the swing arms (approximately 90 to 100 feet)
and the related fast disconnect and swing time (less than 1. 5 seconds) required
to clear the booster canard and wing at liftoff.
The rise-off disconnect concept requires rapid movement of the swing-
arm structure to provide liftoff:clearance. All this must occur in less than
6 seconds and leads to ranking of this concept as second highest in development
risk.
Except for increased length, the swing arms required for the pad service
tower are typical of the type being used for present Saturn launches. The
service tower itself is not a problem from a development standpoint. There-
fore, this concept is rated lowest in development risk.
Compatibility With Shuttle
The LUT swing-arm concept requires permanent modification of one
LUT. The swing arms must be designed to "double-hinge" and fold along side
of the LUT within the tower 40-foot width or they will obstruct the shuttle
VAB operation. This concept is rated second in compatibility with shuttle.
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Rise-off pylon extension is least desirable. The orbiter pylon swing-
arm must be disconnected and removed from the pylon, and the ESS swing arm
must be installed prior to each ESS launch. The obvious teardown and
reassembly of shuttle equipment is not desirable.
Since only minor modification of the LUT is required (routing of servic-
ing lines around the base), the pad-located service tower provides the least
interference with shuttle operations.
Safety Assessment and Liftoff Clearance
LUT swing arms are ranked lowest in desirability from a safety stand-
point due to the close proximity of the arms to the booster wing and canard.
-Extremely rapid swing-arm retraction capability is required to provide
clearance at liftoff since swing arms remain connected until first motion to
retain backout capability.
The rise-off disconnect pylon concept is considered second highest in
desirability since a relatively complex retraction motion is required to provide
liftoff clearance.
The pad service tower was rated most desirable because of the least
possibility of swing arm interference with the booster.
6. 2. 6 Summary and Conclusions
The LUT swing-arm concept, while lowest in cost, poses the highest
development risk. Also, catastrophic loss of the vehicle and crew could
possibly occur in the event of swing-arm malfunction. The rise-off dis-
connect pylon would provide minimum compatibility with shuttle operations
and would be highest in cost. The pad service tower concept provides maxi-
mum compatibility with shuttle operations and minimum development risk at
intermediate cost. Therefore, the pad service tower was the concept selected
for ESS operations.
6.3 GSE AND FACILITY MODIFICATIONS
For two ESS launches per year, only one launch pad will require
modification. A service tower will be located on the pad near the southwest
corner of the mobile launcher. The tower will be approximately 230 feet high
(measured from the top of the pad) and approximately 28 by 28 feet at the base
and top. The tower will provide all the services required by the ESS and an
elevator for transportation of parts, personnel, and support equipment. Tower
swing arms will furnish access to the forward and aft ends of the ESS as well
as propellant, fluid, gas, and electrical services.
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The service tower becomes a permanent part of the launch pad facility;
therefore, a one-time modification of the pad will be required. The tower,
when installed, will not interfere with normal shuttle operations and will be
located clear of all existing equipment on the pad.
The modifications to the mobile launcher will consist of routing gas and
fluid lines from the existing launch pad/mobile launcher interfaces to a new
set of mobile launcher/ESS service tower interfaces. Facility lines will be
routed from these new interfaces to the new ESS service tower support equip-
ment. The support equipment will be categorized for description as follows:
1. Propellant loading
2. Pneumatic servicing
3. GN 2 thermal conditioning and purge
4. Vacuum servicing
6. 3.1 Propellant Loading
The propellant loading system on the new ESS service tower will supply
liquid and gaseous hydrogen and liquid and gaseous oxygen to the ESS vehicle.
The support equipment will consist of the following items:
1. GO 2 fill umbilical disconnect
2. GH 2 fill umbilical disconnect
3. Main LH 2 fill and drain umbilical disconnect
4. OMS LH 2 fill and drain umbilical disconnect
5. L0 2 fill and drainumbilical disconnect
6. LO2 valve unit
7. GO2 valve unit
8. LH 2 valve unit
9. GH 2 valve unit
10. GH 2 vent umbilical disconnect (main tank)
6-13
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11. GH 2 vent umbilical disconnect (OMS tank)
12. The interconnecting plumbing
The liquid and gaseous oxygen propellant loading system is shown in
Figure 6-5 in block diagram form, and the location of the equipment is shown
in Figure 6-6.
The liquid and gaseous hydrogen propellant loading system is shown in
Figure 6-7 in block diagram form, and the location of the equipment is shown
in Figure 6-8.
The countdown propellant loading will be revised as follows: complete
booster vehicle rapid liquid oxygen loading before initiating the ESS vehicle
rapid loading; complete booster vehicle rapid liquid hydrogen loading before
initiating the ESS vehicle rapid loading; and complete the ESS vehicle rapid
liquid oxygen loading before initiating ESS vehicle rapid liquid hydrogen
loading. This change will accomplish the propellant loading in the same time
span provided for the space shuttle launch. See Figure 6-9 for the propellant
loading time.
The LO 2 valve unit will contain the valves and associated hardware to
provide for the control of the propellant loading. Slow fill to five percent of
the main tank volume will be 500 gpm, rapid fill to 95 percent of the main
tank volume will be less than 5000 gpm, and final fill will be 500 gpm. The
main and OMS LO2 tanks are filled from one umbilical disconnect.
The GOz2 valve unit will contain the regulators, valves, and associated
hardware to regulate the 6000-psi supply to 1500 psi for the auxiliary propul-
sion system GO Z accumulator charge.
The LH2 valve unit will contain the valves and associated hardware to
provide for the control of the line chilldown, propellant loading, and venting
of gaseous hydrogen. Slow fill to five percent of the main tank volume will
be 1000 gpm, rapid fill to 95 percent of main tank volume will be 10, 000 gpm,
and final fill will be 1000 gpm. There are separate valves and fill lines in the
LH 2 valve unit for the main tank and the OMS tank. The two main tank vent
lines and the OMS tank vent line from the ESS vehicle to the LH2 valve unit
are routed to the 10-inch vent line in the LH2 valve unit.
6. 3. 2 Pneumatic Servicing
The pneumatic servicing on the new ESS servicing tower will supply the
gaseous nitrogen and helium requirements of the ESS vehicle for valve actua-
tion, component checkout, line purges, propellant tank prepressurization, and
other such requirements.
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The support equipment will consist of the following items:
1. Umbilical disconnects
Z. Pneumatic control unit
3. Interconnecting plumbing
The system is shown in Figure 6-10 in block diagram form, and location
of the equipment is shown in Figure 6-11.
The pneumatic control unit will contain the regulators, valves, and
associated hardware to regulate the 6000-psi GHe and GN 2 supplies to the
various ESS vehicle pressure and flow requirements.
6. 3. 3 GN 2 Thermal Conditioning and Purge
The thermal conditioning and purge system on the new ESS servicing
tower will supply the preflight conditioning and purge low-pressure GNZ ESS
vehicle requirements. The support equipment will consist of the following
items.
1. Umbilical disconnects
2. GN2 valve unit
3. Interconnecting plumbing
The system is shown in Figure 6-12 in block diagram form, and location
of the equipment is shown in Figure 6-13.
The GN 2 valve unit will contain the regulators, valves, and associated
hardware to regulate the 150-psi supply to a pressure of 42 inches of water.
The total system demand is 500 pounds per minute at ambient temperature.
6. 3. 4 Vacuum Servicing
Vacuum servicing of the vacuum-jacketed (VJ) lines and ESS vehicle
peculiar vacuum requirements will be provided by a vacuum pump unit on the
new ESS service tower. This unit will contain the vacuum pumps, valves and
associated hardware to provide the vacuum servicing.
Figure 6-14 shows the location of the vacuum pump unit.
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6.4 OPERATIONAL CONCEPT
6. 4. 1 Operational Sequence
The operational concept established for the ESS imposes minimum
impact on normal shuttle operations. The operational sequence functional
flow diagram (FFD), Figure 6-15 illustrates the interrelation of the ESS and
shuttle booster during one complete mission cycle. Operational requirements
associated with ESS missions are shown in shaded blocks.
There are three booster functions affected as shown on the subject
FFD: (1) turnaround maintenance and checkout after a normal shuttle mission;
(2) mate, erect, checkout, and launch of an ESS mission, and (3) turnaround
maintenance following the ESS missions.
In preparation for an ESS mission, the ESS is transported to KSC where
it is processed in the VAB low bay. There receiving and inspection and pre-
liminary checkouts are accomplished. During this period, the shuttle booster
turnaround maintenance is initiated. Booster software changes must be
incorporated as required by specific ESS mission trajectories. Also, the
booster/orbiter separation system links are removed, and the ESS separation
system links and platforms are installed and checked out.
The ESS is transferred from the low bay to the high bay and mated to the
booster. High-bay checkout after mating is held to a minimum. The mated
ESS/booster is transferred to the pad for integrated checkout and launch.
Subsequent to completion of the ESS mission (during turnaround mainte-
nance), the ESS mission software is removed, the ESS separation system
linkage is removed, and the booster/orbiter separation system linkage is
reinstalled.
6. 4.2 Ground Operations Timeline
The ground operations timeline associated with the operational sequence
is shown in Figure 6-16. The timeline commences with the conclusion of a
normal shuttle flight operation and identifies the associated operations flow
up to initiation of ESS flight operations.
Booster software changes and separation system modifications are
accomplished during the normal turnaround maintenance cycle. The ESS
low-bay operations are started in advance of the shuttle operations cycle and
are concluded in time to permit mating of the ESS to the booster during the
normal erection and assembly schedule. ESS integration and checkout time
requirements at the launch pad of 3 days extends the launch operations schedule
one day, however, the normal turnaround-to-launch of 2 weeks can be
accomplished.
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The timeline excludes swing-arm and propellant loading tests which
will be accomplished at the pad for the first ESS mission only.
6. 4.3 Operations in the VAB
Upon arrival at KSC, the ESS will be processed through Receiving
Inspection and stored or checked out in the same VAB low-bay cells now
utilized for similar S-Il stage operations. When ready for mating with the
booster in preparation for a mission, the affected stage will be erected,
moved on its transporter into the transfer aisle, and transported to a location
in the transfer aisle directly opposite the booster. As shown in Figure 6-17,
orbiter storage and checkout bays are unaffected by ESS VAB operations.
The booster will have been previously erected and mated to the mobile
launcher in the VAB in the same manner as in the equivalent shuttle operation
(Figure 6-18). The payload and ESS will be positioned in the transfer aisle.
The ESS will be lifted from the transporter by overhead crane, moved over the
diaphragm wall in the mating bay, and attached to the booster. The payload
(space station, tug, or nuclear stage) will then be hoisted, moved into the
mating bay, and mated to the ESS stage.
6.4.4 Launch Operations
The launch complex configuration for ESS operations is summarized in
Figure 6-19. The ESS service tower, forward and aft swing arms, and other
significant items of ESS support equipment are highlighted in the figure.
Subsequent to arrival at the pad, the booster/ESS and pad interfaces
are connected and verified. Booster/ESS integrated tests and launch readiness
checkouts are performed. Launch countdown operations are similar to normal
shuttle operations (Figure 6-20). See the Operations Plan in Volume 5, for a
detailed description of launch operations.
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APPENDIX A
ALTERNATE ESS/BOOSTER CONFIGURATION
1.0 COMPARISON B-17E AND B-9U BOOSTER
The analyses conducted in this study and described in the other sections
of this report were based on the shuttle B-9U booster as defined for the
270-day data dump, and described in Volume II, Section IV, paragraph 1.0.
A second shuttle booster, designated B-17E and shown in Figure A-1 is
currently in the process of definition. The B-17E booster is designed for
use with an orbiter incorporating external hydrogen fuel tanks for the main
propulsion system. The more significant physical and performance differ-
ences between the B-17E and the B-9U booster are summarized in Table A-1
and the difference in the mating/attachment loads are shown in Figure A-2.
The following sections describe the results of a study conducted to
determine the shuttle/ESS program implications if a decision were made to
use the B-17E instead of the B-9U as the shuttle booster. Since the basic
study results using the B-9U booster have shown that the RNS and space tug
payloads are not the critical payloads for booster design, the results dis-
cussed below consider only the space station payload. The space station
weight was kept constant at 183,000 pounds for both boosters. However, the
ESS velocity at separation is lower when used with the B-17E booster, result-
ing in an ESS/payload weight at separation of 1.223M pounds compared to
0.992M pounds when used with the B-9U booster.
1.1 MASS PROPERTIES
Table A-2 contains the weight statement for the B-17E booster for the
ESS-space station mission and Table A-3 is the sequence mass property
statement for the same mission.
1.2 AIRLOADS
Airload distributions of the B17E/MDAC configuration are presented in
Figures A-3 and A-4 for the maximum "'3q" pitch and yaw plane conditions,
respectively. A comparison of these loads with those obtained for the B-9U/
MDAC configuration shows theMDAC loads (CNo(B) and CAo(B)) to act
further forward on the nose of the B-17E booster than on the B-9U. The
magnitude of these loads, in pounds, is the same.
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Table A-2. Summary Weight Statement (Launch Condition)
B-17E DELTA WING BOOSTER
Reusable Space
SYSTEM Orbiter Station
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group'
Induced Environ Protect
Landing, Docking
Propulsion, Ascent
Propulsion, Cruise
Propulsion, Auxiliary
Prime Power/Electrical
Hydraulic Conv. & Dist
Surface Controls
Avionics
Personnel Provision/ECS
Contingency/Growth
49453
15487
141247
38371
19856
99012
30498
6596
3011
2395
5702
4214
2935
32617
49453
15487
144362
38371
19856
99012
30498
6596
3011
2395
5702
4214
2935
32617
Subtotal (Dry Wt) 451395 454309
Personnel 476 476
Residual Fluids 11534 11534
Subtotal (Inert Wt) 463404 466519
Inflight Losses/ACS 16050 16050
Propellant - Ascent 2322205 2322205
Propellant - Cruise 58615 58615
Total Booster Weight 2860274 2863389
Second Stage 1123449 1222625
Total Vehicle Weight 3983723 4086014
4 The Space Station requires a special separation mechanism (+200 lbs) and
some beef-up to the separation system bulkheads and skins (+2915 lbs).
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1.3 LOADS AND STRUCTURES
The loads imposed by the ESS/MDAC stage on the B-17E booster struc-
ture were compared to those imposed by the NR orbiter VB70-0500, which
represents the present structural capability. The three loading conditions
that proved to be critical in the previous ESS/MDAC/B-9U analyses were
used in this study since these conditions would probably produce the most
critical effects on the B-17E/ESS/MDAC configuration. The three critical
loading conditions were maximum beta q, 2-g maximum thrust, and one-hour
ground sidewinds.
Table A-4 lists the loading conditions used to develop the current design
load envelope for the B-17E booster. Tables A-5 and A-6 give the peak
tension and compression ultimate loads versus booster station for the
B-17E/NR orbiter VB70-0500 as of 9 June 1971.
Table A-7 lists the loading conditions investigated for the ESS/MDAC
stage. Tables A-8 and A-9 give the peak tension and compression ultimate
loads versus booster station for the ESS/MDAC stage. Figures A-5, A-6,
and A-7 are plots of the loads shown in Tables A-5 through A-8. The areas
on the booster where the ESS/MDAC load intensities exceed the baseline are
shown on these plots along with the loading condition which caused the
overload.
Figure A-8 gives the design limit attachment loads that are applied to
the B-17E/ESS/MDAC fixed-platform separation system from the ESS/MDAC
s tage.
The effects of the ESS/MDAC stage on the structural weight of the
B-17E booster have been evaluated and the results are presented in
Figure A-9. The critical flight condition is at maximum thrust-the point in
the trajectory where the axial accelleration initially reaches 2.0 Og and throt-
tling is initiated. The critical component is the B-17E hydrogen tank bulkhead
at Station 2398. This station is comparable to B-9U Station 2866 shown in
Figure A-10, except that the distance between this bulkhead and the adjacent
bulkhead has been decreased by 65 inches, increasing the angle of the diagonal
link. A drag support is required, as shown in Figure A-10, to transfer the
longitudinal loads from the aft ESS structure to the forward booster structure.
This arrangement, as explained in Volume II, Section IV, provides the max-
imum structural compatibility between the ESS and the booster, but it induces
a vertical load component in the aft booster bulkhead as shown. This vertical
load component establishes the requirement for the additional 2530 pounds of
bulkhead weight and 150 pounds of additional weight to the adjacent skins as
shown in Table A-8.
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1.4 AERODYNAMIC HEATING
The B-9U booster entered from a staging velocity of 10,800 fps, and
the aluminum alloy liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen propellant tank structure
were protected by a heat shield. The B-17E booster enters from a staging
velocity of 7,720 fps with the aluminum alloy liquid hydrogen and liquid
oxygen tank structure exposed to the entry environment and sized to provide
an adequate heat sink. Material thicknesses for the B-17E body have been
selected to prevent temperatures from exceeding 300 F.
The effects of the ESS missions on B-9U booster temperatures during
ascent, including shock impingement effects, and during entry are shown in
Figures A-ll and A-12 and compared to peak booster temperatures encoun-
tered during a shuttle mission. The results clearly show that eh "low q"
trajectories selected for the ESS missions significantly reduce the tempera-
tures when compared to the shuttle booster temperatures encountered along
its maximum performance or "high q" trajectory. There is a corresponding
reducting in heat transfer rates.
A time history of dynamic pressure for the B-9U and B-17E boosters
during ascent on an ESS/space station mission is shown in Figure A-13 and
compared to a shuttle mission. Since there is a similar reduction in ascent
dynamic pressure for the B-17E booster when used for the ESS mission,
there would be comparable reduction in booster temperatures and heating
rates encountered during ascent.
Figure A-14 shows the B-9U thermostructural limits as a function of
booster apogee velocity and altitude. The B-9U apogee velocity and altitude
are shown in this figure for the shuttle mission and ESS-space station mis-
sion. Since the slope of the limit line is generally consistent for variations
in temperature limits the line was translated, as shown in Figure A-14,
through the B-17E apogee conditions. Two ESS-space station mission apogee
points are also identified, representing two trajectory runs that resulted in
payloads of 183,000 pounds and 187,000 pounds (alternate trajectory). These
data indicate that the space station mission can be accomplished without
exceeding the B-17E heating limitations. If the B-17E displays the same
characteristic heating trends as the B-9U booster for the other ESS missions,
the RNS payload would result in less severe and the space tug would result
in slightly more severe heating environments.
It is reasonable to conclude, in the absence of detailed aerodynamic
heating analyses that the use of the B-17E heat sink booster for the ESS
missions should present no severe structural heating problems. In addition,
since the ESS missions do not force the use of maximum performance tra-
jectories, it would be possible to use trajectory shaping if required to
alleviate any marginal conditions.
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Figure A- 11. Peak Temperatures on Booster Top Surface
During Ascent
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~~SECOND ~PEAK TEMPERATURE DURING ASCENT (DEG F)
STAGE TRAJECTORY POINT A POINT B POINT C POINT D POINT E
ORBITER B-9U-1 1770 1780 2250 130 410
NUCLEAR ESS/RNS 650 720 1280 100 190
STAGE
SPACE ESS/SPACE 930 740 1180 100 190
STATION STATION
SPACE ESS/SPACE 1270 1430 1510 110 270
TUG TUG
TUG 2'150 1630 1555 1
AR STAGE 1855 1340 1285 1
STATION 2070 1530 1480 1
R 2380 1790 1730 1
D STAGE PEAK TEMPERATURE DURING ENTRY (D
Figure A-12. Maximum Booster Entry Temperatures
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Figure A-14. Shuttle Booster Thermostructural Apogee Limits
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1.5 ASCENT CONTROLS
The main rocket engines on the B-9U booster were canted at an angle
of three degrees relative to a booster water-line plane. This cant angle
was also shown to be satisfactory when the booster was used for ESS mis-
sions. On the B-17E booster the engine centerlines are parallel to a water
line plane, that is, at zero cant angle. Figure A-15 shows the gimbal
angles required on the B-17E to track the vehicle center of gravity. If the
zero cant angle were retained, a gimbal angle of 11.80 degrees in a negative
direction would be required to track the center of gravity for the composite
vehicle at booster burnout. This exceeds the engine capability of ±10 degrees.
To remain within the engine capability the engines should be installed in a
canted position of approximately 4 degrees as shown in Figure A-1. This
would require the installation of tapered plates at the engine attachment
surface to prepare the booster for an ESS mission. This also affects the
propellant feed lines. Detailed studies would have to be conducted to deter-
mine whether or not the propellant feed lines could be designed to permit
attachment to the engine when installed at either with zero or four degrees
of cant.
The application of load relief as described in Volume II, Section II, is
for the B-17U booster is also applicable to the B-17E. The gimbal angle
limits defined for the B-9U in the region of maximum dynamic regions would
differ for the B-17E. Determination of the actual required gimbal limits
would require detailed analyses using the six-degree-of-freedom digital
simulation program.
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APPENDIX B
ESS/BOOSTER SEPARATION TRADE STUDY
1.0 OBJECTIVE
Adaptation of the expendable second stage (ESS) to the space shuttle
booster represented a possible major design problem. Consequently, con-
siderable effort has been expended in the synthesis and selection of a suit-
able adaptation scheme. During the study, a paramount requirement
emerged. The adaptation concept utilized must, in addition to satisfying
other basic requirements, facilitate wedding of the two vehicles while min-
imizing adverse impacts on each due to induced intervehicular loads.
Because the booster thrusted linkage concept has been recommended for the
baseline shuttle/orbiter separation system, that concept was incorporated
in the ESS/booster adaptation scheme.
The objective of this study was, therefore, to devise and select a basic
adaptation scheme that utilized the baseline separation mechanism concept
and that minimized the structural impacts on each vehicle.
For study purposes, the designated baseline booster was the B-9U as
described in a final report, dated 26 March 1971. Also, the booster payload
considered was an ESS mated to a nuclear stage (RNS).
2.0 ALTERNATIVES
The combined vehicle system is depicted on Figure B-1. Correspond-
ing mass properties may be found elsewhere in this report.
Three adaptation concepts, each utilizing the booster, thrusted linkage
separation mechanism were study candidates. Each concept devised used an
adapter to transfer longitudinal loads from the forward structural hard points
(baseline separation system linkage attach points) to the aft skirt structure of
the ESS. Figure B-2 illustrates the need for a load transfer element and
Figure B-3 depicts the three concepts schematically. The concepts, tension
link, movable platform, and fixed platform, are further defined in
Figures B-4, B-5, and B-6 (Drawings 76Z1226, 76Z1225, and 76Z0253).
The longitudinal load transfer elements are the tension links and platforms.
Operational sequences for each concept are shown on Table B-1 to facilitate
comparison of the concepts. Functionally, the vertical links, lateral
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restraint members, rotating links, and expansion compensators perform as
they do in the baseline booster/orbiter mating/separation system. For each
of the concepts, retraction of the separation system elements was deemed
necessary in order to afford protection of those components during reentry
and minimize drag during booster flyback.
3.0 EVALUATION
Concept evaluations and comparisons were made relative to significant
impacts on the booster and ESS. These are summarized on Tables B-2
through B-5.
4.0 CONCLUSION
Figure B-6 indicates that the Fixed Platform concept was selected as
the best system from most points of view. Further definition of this system,
including a study of the separation system dynamics may be found in other
volumes of this report.
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APPENDIX C
GROUND AND FLIGHT SYSTEMS OPTIMIZATION (GAFSO) STUDY
1.0 STUDY RATIONALE
The expendable second stage (ESS) study control document identifies
the following guidelines which are similar to the space shuttle system
guidelines.
1. Design for maximum onboard control using onboard and ground
capabilities to maximize flexibility and minimize mission
operations consistent with low cost.
2. Guidance and navigation functions shall be performed onboard
using ground and other navigation aids when appropriate.
3. Minimal checkout requirements at launch pad.
These guidelines, coupled with the planned ESS launches into similar
orbits in the space shuttle operational time frame from the shuttle opera-
tional site (KSC), make feasible and cost-effective the maximum similarity
between ESS and Shuttle in the following areas:
1. Vehicle subsystem hardware and software.
2. Support equipment and software for launch preparation,
prelaunch, and launch operations.
3. Mission support satellite and ground equipment, including
ground software.
Therefore, the approach decided upon for the ESS GAFSO study was
to review the differences between the ESS and the space shuttle orbiter and
establish the ESS differences in the optimum total system identified for
the orbiter in the space shuttle GAFSO study. The following three sections
are presented as a brief summary of the space shuttle GAFSO study.
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1.1 ORBITER GAFSO STUDY CONCLUSIONS
The results of the GAFSO study show that a high degree of onboard
autonomy permits significant savings to be realized both in the mission
support activity and in the ground equipment and operations required for
turnaround. This results from significant reductions in ground hardware,
software, and personnel.
In the support equipment analysis, the results show that a new checkout
system design using off-the-shelf black boxes is preferable to utilizing exist-
ing hardware. The existing system contains more dollars of hardware,
which results in very high refurbishment costs. Also, the manpower required
to operate the existing system is higher because of a dedicated computer
room and a large amount of dedicated controls and displays in the control
room consoles. In contrast, the new system design will have small current
state-of-the-art computers in the ground control and display consoles elim-
inating the need for separate computer room manpower; also the displays will
be multifunctional.
In the servicing equipment area, the equipment required is oriented to
vehicle subsystems and/or functions performed. This allows replacement
of portions of the servicing equipment and retaining other portions as dictated
by minimum costs, time available for turnaround, propellant loading time,
and launch windows. Cost tradeoffs indicate that in most cases, the modifi-
cation and refurbishment costs for existing equipment are very comparable
to the new system design and fabrication costs. In the areas where the
existing servicing equipment does meet all the vehicle system requirements,
and the refurbishment is not extensive, this equipment will be used for the
shuttle.
1.2 ORBITER GAFSO STUDY RESULTS
The results of the shuttle GAFSO tradeoff evaluation identified the
preferred system for the space shuttle orbiter. This system includes an
onboard navigation system which uses vehicle-borne interrogators and
ground/space station transponders for approach and landing and rendezvous-
bearing and the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) for on-orbit position
determination. Maximum data processing and onboard checkout (OBCO) will
be accomplished by an onboard data and controls management system with
minimum communications required with the ground. The existing 13-station
MSFN and MCC will be used during the shuttle preoperational phase, and
orbital flight test missions will be performed by flying missions at inclina-
tions which give maximum coverage. TDRS will be used for the operational
phase and will provide adequate coverage for all missions with the MILA
MSFN station used for tracking and communication during launch through
staging. The ground system would make maximum use of existing servicing
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GSE; however, a new checkout GSE system using off-the-shelf and existing
black boxes would be used at the launch pad, safing area, maintenance and
repair area, ferry/horizontal flight test areas, and the final assembly
manufacturing areas.
1.3 ORBITER SELECTED SYSTEM DEFINITION
The general specification for the preferred system determined by the
tradeoff evaluation is as follows:
1. Mission Support System. Use 13-station MSFN and existing MCC
during the Shuttle development phase. Use TDRS and reduced
MCC for shuttle operational phase.
2. Communications. Use two-way voice duplex between the shuttle
vehicles and the ground and the space station. Provide an up-data
rate capability of 200 bps (information bits, not transmission
rate) and a down-data rate of 51.2 kbs via MSFN during the
development flights which will be reduced to 2 kbs via TDRS
when fully operational.
3. Guidance, Navigation and Control. Provide full onboard naviga-
tion capability using TDRS and an automatic star tracker. All
shuttle vehicle guidance and navigation calculations and all con-
trol functions will be performed onboard. The precision ranging
system (PRS) will be used for space station rendezvous, as well
as approach and landing.
4. Data and Control Management. A full data and control management
(DCM) capability will be provided onboard. This system would
include computer, multiplexers, stimuli generators, data buses,
and the necessary software required for controls, data acquisition,
and checkout. The DCM computer will also handle the GN&C
computations.
5. Real-Time Mission Planning and Operations. As much as possible
of the real-time mission planning and operations would be accom-
plished onboard. These tasks would include the following:
a. Rendezvous plan changes
b. Reentry plan changes
c. Center-of-gravity and weight determination
d. Operating system inventory versus minimum standards
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e. Consumables monitoring
f. Command and control
g. Early mission termination
h. Rescue plans
i. Alternate mission capability
The Mission Control Center will perform the portion of the real-
time mission planning that cannot be performed onboard. Detail
analysis shows that the possible variations between onboard/
ground for these functions are not system definition "drivers.
6. Vehicle/Ground Interface. A minimum number of connections will
be made between the shuttle vehicle and the ground support equip-
ment. The primary electronic connection will be between the
airborne data bus and the ground system used for monitor and
control of the vehicle servicing.
7. Checkout GSE. New checkout GSE will be provided to augment the
onboard checkout capability when the vehicle is unmanned, and to
control and monitor the ground servicing systems. This equipment
will provide for the remote control of gases/fluids systems during
safing and propellant loading and purging operations, as well as
control and monitor of all servicing equipment. A high degree of
hardware/software commonality is required in the following areas
for cost effective operation:
a. Launch pad
b. Safing area
c. Maintenance and repair area
d. Horizontal flight test ferry site
e. Manufacturing areas
8. Servicing GSE. Maximum use sill be made of the existing servic-
ing GSE. Gases/fluids control systems will be modified where
feasible for automatic control via the new checkout-type GSE.
Where existing servicing equipment will not meet the operational
timelines, or modifications and/or refurbishment is not cost-
effective, replacement by new designs will be required.
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2.0 ESS/ORBITER REQUIREMENT COMPARISONS
Some of the more significant differences between the ESS and the
orbiter which affect the GAFSO definition are as follows:
System
Crew systems
Controls and displays
Prime electrical power
DCM systems
Engines, main system
OMS
ACPS
Air-breathing engines
Environmental control system
Communications:
Up-data
Down-data
Voice
Recovery beacon
Flight log recorder
Landing aids
Reuse capability
ESS
no
no
batteries
Less equipment
computers and
2
2
14
no
simpler
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
components
Orbiter
yes
yes
fuel cells and APU
and more
ACT' s
2
3
29
yes
more complicated
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
total vehicle
This information indicates that the ESS, due to the absence of some
systems and the simplification of others, will require fewer measurements
and controls than the orbiter for inflight status evaluation and prelaunch
checkout. In addition, the average shuttle orbiter mission is considerably
longer than the ESS 24-hour mission. These facts indicate that the total
amount of inflight "exception" data (resulting from failure and out-of-limits
conditions) should be significantly less on the ESS.
Another factor which will help reduce the amount of data necessary for
ESS subsystem evaluation will be the significant amount of ground and flight
test data available from the shuttle program. These tests will have been
completed and some operational flights will have been flown prior to the
first ESS mission. The data available from all the shuttle activity will enable
the ESS subsystem measurements to be reduced to the fewest number which
provide the maximum information. The limits established for these meas-
urements will have been refined to ensure the minimum out-of-limit flags.
Both of these, less measurements and more refined limits, will reduce the
amount of exception data during the ESS mission.
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Since the orbiter will return to the operational site, the only data
transmitted to the ground during the mission will be status information,
primarily to identify the vehicle redundancy configuration. One of the design
concepts for the ESS is that the avionics equipment will be recovered by the
shuttle orbiter. The recorded information can then be recovered on the
ground. However, it would be desirable to transmit this data to the ground
during the mission, in the event the avionics is not recoverable or if some
decision-making is necessary on the ground with regard to the mission
performance (of the type performed by the orbiter crew). The 2-kbs data
link to the TDRS should be adequate for transmittal of all the necessary ESS
exception data to the ground. The switchable 51.2 kbs mode will be avail-
able for launch through staging and as a backup for data-dump purposes,
when the on-orbit ESS has contact with one of the four MSFN stations (MILA,
GOLDSTONE, MADRID, HONEYSUCKLE) which are planned to be in
operation during the ESS time frame.
As stated previously, the orbiter navigation will be accomplished
onboard utilizing the TDRS for position determination and the automatic star
tracker for attitude information. Navigation studies have indicated that for
very accurate position determination, the TDRS may be a marginal system.
Further study will be necessary to define precise capabilities.
Since the orbiter requires the PRS for approach and landing, this
system can be used for on-orbit navigation also. The problem that exists
however, is being able to get sufficient coverage from the ground trans-
ponders located at the few alternate landing sites. If these locations do not
provide adequate coverage, then additional costs will be incurred to provide
ground transponders at appropriate locations other than alternate landing
sites. This may present problems in additon to transponder costs if it is
necessary to locate transponders at places where U.S. controlled facilities
are not presently available. Therefore, the TDRS is preferable to the PRS
for on-orbit position determination if the TDRS accuracy is acceptable.
The ESS does not require landing aids as previously stated. Therefore,
the PRS system is not available for on-orbit navigation unless it is added
specifically for that purpose. The VHF/FM transceiver is required for data
transmission between the ESS and ground via TDRS, and this same equipment
can be used for communications with TDRS for navigation. The most cost-
effective approach, therefore, will obviously be to avoid the addition of the
PRS and use the communication equipment already available onboard for
navigation. This assumes, of course, that the accuracy using TDRS is
acceptable. The MSFN stations previously identified can also be used for
ground tracking, if necessary, as a backup when the ESS is visible to the
MSFN antennas.
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The ground checkout monitor and control system identified for the
shuttle at KSC would be applicable for premate checkout, launch readiness
checkout, and launch operations (including propellant loading) of the ESS.
Some software changes would be necessary for ESS. The communication
checkout equipment would also be applicable since the communication
equipment used for ESS will be shuttle orbiter designs.
Maximum use of the shuttle servicing equipment designs will be used
for ESS. Where different equipment is required for ESS, this will be defined
as part of the Phase B study.
3.0 ESS SELECTED SYSTEM DEFINITION
The general specification for the ESS system, as determined by this
evaluation, is as follows:
1. Mission Support System. Use TDRS for on-orbit support and the
reduced MSFN for launch through staging and for on-orbit backup.
The reduced MCC capability available during the shuttle operations
time frame will support the ESS with minor software changes.
2. Communications. ESS up-data rate of 200 bps (information) and
down-data at Z kbs, via TDRS, will be used for orbital operations.
The telemetry system will transmit 51.2 kbs data to the MILA
MSFN station during launch and staging and will also be used for
on-orbit data-dumps to MSFN stations, if necessary, when
contact is available by switching from the low bit-rate to high
bit-rate mode. Up-data can also be sent through the MSFN link
if necessary.
3. Guidance, Navigation and Control. All ESS guidance and naviga-
tion calculations and all control functions will be performed
onboard. A simple ranging generator can be added to the VHF/FM
system for space station rendezvous.
4. Data and Control Management. A full DCM capability will be
provided onboard. This system will include computer, multi-
plexers, stimuli generators, data buses, and the necessary
software required for controls, data acquisition, and checkout.
The DCM computer will also handle the GN&C computations.
Maximum use will be made of shuttle orbiter DCM flight and
ground software to minimize costs.
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5. Real-Time Mission Planning and Operations. As much as
possible of the real-time mission planning will be done onboard,
using automated DCM computer programs. The Mission Control
Center will perform the portion of the real-time mission planning
that cannot be performed onboard. This operation will be as
much like the shuttle as possible.
6. Vehicle/Ground Interface. A minimum number of connections
will be made between the ESS and the support equipment. The
primary electronic connection will be between the airborne data
bus and the ground system used for monitor and control of
vehicle servicing.
7. Checkout Support Equipment. The ESS checkout requirements are
very similar to the shuttle orbiter because of equipment common-
ality between vehicles. The primary difference is that orbiter
checkout will utilize cockpit controls and displays in support of
checkout whenever the vehicle can be manned; while the ESS is
totally dependent on the support equipment controls and displays.
This will necessitate the use of additional existing ground control
and display consoles normally used during turnaround operations
for ESS checkout. The shuttle checkout monitor and control
system at KSC will be a computer-controlled multifunction con-
trol and display system. This system can be used for ESS
checkout with the possible addition of multifunction control and
display consoles and appropriate software changes. Reduced
software costs will be achieved by ensuring maximum software
commonality between the shuttle orbiter and the ESS onboard
computer and ground computer checkout programs.
8. Servicing Support Equipment. Maximum use will be made of the
shuttle orbiter servicing equipment provided for KSC operations
in order to reduce costs. Some unique ESS requirements will
necessitate special support equipment, such as dc ground power
rather than ac. These requirements will be satisfied by using
existing equipment with modification and/or refurbishment where
possible. If use of existing equipment for these unique ESS
requirements is not cost effective, then new equipment will be
provided.
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